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Abst rac t - - In  this paper, by applying the auxiliary variational principle technique, an existence 
theorem of solutions for a new class of generalized mixed variational inequalities i proved in Hilbert 
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mappings in recent literatures. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, various extensions and generalizations of the classical variational inequality theory 
have been considered and studied. The papers of Harke and Pang [1] and Noor et al. [2] provide 
excellent surveys on the developments of the classical variational inequality theory in finite- 
dimensional Euclidean spaces and infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, respectively. 
One of the most interesting and important problems in the variational inequality theory is 
the development of an efficient iterative algorithm to compute approximate solutions. One of 
the most effective numerical techniques is the project method. We observe that the project 
method cannot be applied for general mixed type variational inequalities. The fact motivated 
many authors to develop the auxiliary principle technique to study the existence and algorithm 
of solutions of various variational inequalities involving single-valued mapping, e.g., see, [3-8], 
etc. 
In this paper, we introduce and study a new class of generalized mixed variational inequalities 
which includes many generalization types of the classical variational inequalities as special cases. 
By applying the auxiliary variational principle technique, the existence of solutions is proved. 
A novel and innovative iterative algorithm to compute approximate solutions is suggested and 
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analyzed. The convergence criteria and error estimates are also given. The results are new and 
generalize the corresponding results involving the single-valued mappings. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
Let X be a set and 2 X denote the family of all nonempty subsets of X. Let H be a real Hilbert 
space with norm [[ • [[ and inner product (., .), and K be a nonempty closed convex subset of H. 
Let T, A : H --* 2 H be two set-valued mappings and g : H --* H be a single-valued mapping. Let 
b : H x H --* 1% be a real function satisfying: 
(1) b(x, y) is linear in first argument, 
(2) b(x, y) is convex in second argument, 
(3) b(x,y) is bounded, i.e., there exists a constant 7 > 0 such that 
(4) for all x, y, z • H, 
b(~, y) ~ ~tlxll Ilyll, 
b(x, y) - b(x, z) < b(x, y - z). 
We consider the generalized mixed variational inequality problem (GMVIP (T,A,g,  K)): find 
E K, fi E T(~), and ~ E A(~) such that 
(~z-~,g(y)  -g(~c)) +b(~,y)  - b(fc,]c) > O, Vy • g .  (2.1) 
Special Cases 
CASE I. If A = 0 and H is a topological vector space, problem (2.1) is equivalent to finding 
• K and fi • T(~) such that 
(~,g(y) -g( :~))  =b(~c,y)-b(~c,~c) >_O, Vy•  g.  (2.2) 
Problem (2.2) have been studied by Ding and Tarafdar [9], Yu and Yao [10], and Yu et al. [11] 
in topological vector spaces. Some existence theorems of solutions were proved. 
CASE II. If T and A are both single-valued mappings, K = H and b(x, y) = f(y)  for all x, y • H, 
then problem (2.1) is equivalent to finding ~ • H such that 
(T(~c) -A(Yc) ,g(y)  -g(&.)) > f(~c) - f (y) ,  Vy • H. (2.3) 
Problem (2.3) was introduced and studied by Yao [8]. Some existence results were obtained in [8]. 
CASE III. If A --- 0, T is a single-valued mapping and g(H) = K, then problem (2.1) is equivalent 
to finding ~ • H such that g(~) • K and 
(T (~), g(y) - g (£)> + b (~, y) - b (~, ~:) > 0, Vg(y) • g .  (2.4) 
Problem (2.4) and its special cases have been studied by Noor [4-7]. Some existence results and 
algorithms were given. Therefore, problem (2.1) is more general than problems (2.2)-(2.4). 
We shall need the following definitions and results. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A single-valued mapping g : H -* H is said to be 
(i) 7-strongly monotone if there exists a constant 7 > 0 such that 
(g(z) - 9 (y ) ,x -  y) _> '~ l lx -  ytl 2, Vx, y•H,  
(ii) ~-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant ~ >_ 0 such that 
j ig(x) - g(y)l l  ~ ~711x - yll, vx, y e H. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let C(H) be the family of all nonempty compact subsets of H. 
A, B e C(H), let 
I-I(A,B) = max ~supd(x,B) ,  supd(A ,y )} .  
k xEA yEB 
~I is cai]ed the Hausdorff metric on C(H). 
DEFINITION 2.3. A set-valued mapping T : H --* C(H) is said to be 
(i) a-strongl.v monotone if there exists a constant a > 0 such that 
(u-v,x-y)>_allx-yl[ 2, Vx, yeH, ueT(z) and veT(y), 
(ii) ~-~I-Lipschitz continuous if there exists a constant j3 > 0 such that 
~I (T(z), T(y)) <_/~[[x - Y[I, V x, y e g .  
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LEMMA 2.1. (See [12].) Let F : H ~ C(H) be a 8-I-I-set-vMued contraction mapping, i.e., there 
exists a constant 6 e (0, 1) such that 
~I (T(x), T(y)) < ellx - yll, v x, y e H. 
Then F has a fixed point, i.e., there exists a ~ e H such that ~ e F(~). 
For the GMVIP (T, A, g, b, K),  (2.1), we consider the following auxiliary variational inequality 
problem: for any given ~ e H, f ie  T(~), and V e T(£~), find a unique ~ = ~(~,fi ,~) e K such 
that 
{ffJ, Y - ffJ) >- (x', Y - ff~) - P (u - f), g(Y) - g (frO) + pb (2, z~) - pb (~, y), Vy e K, (2.5) 
where p > 0 is constant. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that g : H --* H be continuous uch that for each fixed z e H, the function 
y ~ (z, g(y)) is convex and b : H x H --* R is such that for each fixed x 6 H, b(x, .) is convex 
and lower semicontinuous. Then for any fixed • 6 H, ~ e T(2), and ~ E A(~), the functional 
J : K -* R defined by 
1 
J(Y) = 2 (Y'Y) + J(Y)' (2.6) 
j (y)  = p (~ - ~, g(y)) + pb (~, y) - (~, y) ,  
has a unique minimum point ~ on K and if: is the unique minimum point J on K if and oniy if 
( ffJ, fi, ~3) is a solution of the auxiliary variational inequality problem (2.5). 
PROOF. From the continuity of g it follows that y ~ (fi - 9, g(y)) is a convex continuous func- 
tional. Since y ~ b(~, y) is convex and lower semicontinuous, it is easy to see that j (y) is a 
convex lower semicontinuous functional on H and J(y) is a strictly convex and lower semicontin- 
uous functional on H. By Theorem 2.5 of [13, p. 25], j is bounded from below by a hyperplane 
"y(y) = (h, y} + r where h e H and r e R. Hence, we have 
J(y) = ~(y,y) + j(y) > Ilyll 2 + (h ,y )  +r  
1 
~Hh[[ 2 + r. = ~l ly  + hll 2 - 
2 
It follows that 
J (y) -~ oo, as Ilyll-~ ~.  (2.7) 
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Now let {Yn} C K be a minimizing sequence of J on K, i.e., 
lim J (Yn)=d and d= in_f J(y). 
n--.*e~ yEK 
We claim that {Yn} is bounded. If it is false, then there exists a subsequence {Ynk} of {Yn} 
such that HYnkH -> k, k = 1,2, . . . .  By (2.7), we have J(Ynk) --* co which contradicts the fact 
limk--.oo J(Ynk) = d < co. Therefore, there exists a constant/3 > 0 such that 
{Yn} C S(O,8) = {Y e H :  HyH <- 8}. 
By Weierstrass theorem (see [13, p. 24]), there exists 9 • K such that 
J(Y) = min  J(y). 
ueK 
Since the functional J is strictly convex, it is easy to see that 9 is the unique minimizing point 
of J on K. 
Now we show that for given (~, fi, 9), 9 is also a solution of the auxiliary variational inequality 
problem (2.5). Since K is convex, for any y • K and t • [0, 1], we have 
1 
J(Y) = 5 (9, 9) + J  (9) -< J (9+t (Y -  9)) 
1 
= -~ (9+t (y -  Y ) ,9+t (y -Y ) )  + J (Y+t (Y -9) )  
t2 
<-31(Y '9 )+~(Y-9 'Y -9 )  
+ t (Y ,Y -  Y) + J (9) + t U(Y) - J (9)). 
It follows that 
t 
-~ (Y -  Y ,Y -  Y) + (9 ,Y -  Y) +J(Y) - J  (9) >- O. 
Letting t --* 0 in the above inequality, we obtain 
(9, Y - Y) + P (fi - fJ, g(Y)) + pb (~, y) - (~., Yl - P (fi - f~, g (9)) - pb (£, 9) + (x, 91 >- O. 
Therefore, we have 
(9, Y -9 )  >- (£ ,Y -Y )  -P ( f i -v ,g (Y )  -g (Y) )  +pb(x,Y) -pb(~,y ) ,  Vy E K. (2.8) 
This proves that 9 = w = w(x, fi, v) is a solution of the auxiliary variational inequality prob- 
lem (2.5). Conversely, suppose that 9 is a solution of problem (2.5). By (2.8), we have 
! [(y, y) _ (9, 9)] 2 
1 
= ~ [(9 + y - 9, 9 + y - 9) - (9, 9)] 
1 
= (9, y - 9) + ~ (u - 9, ~ - 9) >- (9, u - 9) 
> (~,y ) - (~, ,9 ) -p (~-V ,g(y ) )+p(a -9 ,g (9) )+pb(~, ,9 ) -pb(~,y ) ,  VyeK.  
It follows that J(y) >_ J(Y) for all y E K, and hence, J(Y) = minueK J(Y). This completes the 
proof. 
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3.  EX ISTENCE AND ALGORITHM 
In this section, we first prove an existence theorem on solutions of GMVIP (T, A, g, b, K). 
Then, by applying Lemma 2.2, we suggest and analyze a new iterative algorithm to compute the 
approximate solutions. The convergence criteria and error estimates of the new algorithm are 
also obtained. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of H, T : H --* C(H) be both 
a-strongly monotone and ~-tt-Lipschitz continuous, A : H -+ C( H) be-l-~I-Lipschitz continuous, 
and g : H --+ H be both A-strongly monotone and a-Lipschitz continuous such that for each fixed 
z E H, the function y ~ (z, g(y)) is convex. Suppose that b : H x H ---+ R satisfies conditions 
(1)-(4) and there exists a constant p > 0 such that 
k = f~x/1 -2A+a 2+~a+~ < a </3, 
{ 2 (a -  k)} (3.1) 
p<min  ~,~-~ 
Then the GMVIP(T, A, g, b, K) has a solution. 
PROOF. By conditions (2)-(4), it is easy to see that for each fixed x E H, the function b(x, .) 
is convex and continuous. By Lemma 2.2, for any given x E K, u E T(x), and v E A(x), 
the auxiliary variational inequality (2.5) has a unique solution 0) = 0)(x, u, v) E K. Define a 
set-valued mapping F : K --* C(K) as follows: 
F(x) = U U w(x,u,v), Vx e K, (3.2) 
u~T(x) yeA(x) 
where w(x, u, v) is the unique solution of the auxiliary variational inequality (2.5) connected with 
the given (x, u, v). We first show that for each x • H, F(x) e C(K). For any ul, u2 • T(x) and 
vl, v2 • A(x), suppose wl = 0)1(x, Ul, vl) and w2 = w2(x, u2, v2) are the corresponding solutions 
of the auxiliary variational inequality (2.5). Then we have 
(0)1, Y -- ~dl) --~ (X, y -- 0)1) -- P(?~I -- Vl, g(Y) -- g(031)) Jr" pb(x, 0)1) - pb(x, y), 
(~d2, y - 0)2) ~> (x, y - 0)2) - p(u2 - 712, g(y) - g(o~2)) "~- pb(x, w2) - pb(x, y), 
Vy • K, (3.3) 
Vy e K. (3.4) 
Taking y = 0)2 in (3.3) and y = wl in (3.4) and adding these inequalities, we obtain 
(0)1 - -  0 )2 ,Wl  - -  0)21 ~-- p (U l  - -  U2 - -  (V l  - -  V2) ,g (W2)  - -  g (0 ) l ) /  
< P l iu l  - -  U2 - -  (V l  - -  v2) l l i i g (~ l )  - -  g (w2) i i  
< Pa  [ i lU l  - -  u21i + i iv l  - -  "21i] ii0)1 - -  0)21i, 
and hence, we have 
iI~1 - ~11i ~ p~ [llUl - u21i + - ~II] • 
It follows from the above inequality that for each fixed x E X, the mapping (u,v) ~ w(x,u,v) 
is continuous on T(x) x A(x). Since T(x) x A(x) is a compact set in H × H, therefore F(x) is a 
compact set in K, i.e., F(x) E C(K). 
Now we show that F is a set-valued constructive mapping. For any Xl E K, and any Wl = 
0) l (Z l ,  Ul,  Vl)  E F(xl) ,  we have 
(Wl ,Y - -Wl )  ~ (Xl,Y--Wl) --p(Ul - -u2,g(y) -  g(Wl ) )+pb(x l ,w l ) -pb(x l ,y ) ,  Vy e g. (3.5) 
Since ul • T(xl) e C(K) and vl e A(xl) e C(K), for any x2 E K,  there exist u2 E T(x2) and 
v2 • A(x2) such that 
i lu l -u2i i<_~I(T(xl ) ,T(x2))  and I IVl-v2ii<_~I(A(xl),A(x2)). (3.6) 
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Let w2 = W2(X2, U2, V2) be the unique solution of the auxil iary variational inequality (2.5) con- 
nected with (x2, u2, v2). Then we have 
(w2,Y-W2) ~ (x2,y- -w2)- -p(U2-v2,g(y) -g(w2))+pb(x=,w2)-pb(x2,y) ,  Vy E K. (3.7) 
Taking y = w= in (3.5) and y = Wl in (3.7) and adding these inequalities, we obtain 
(w ,  - ~2 ,~z  - w2/< (z ,  - z2 ,w,  - w2)  - p(u ,  - u2 - (v ,  - v2) ,g (w, )  - g (w2) l  
t- p [b(xz,w2) - b(x,,w,) + b(x2,wl) - b(x2,w2)]. 
Since the function b satisfies conditions (1)-(4), by (3.6), we have 
I1~, - ~211 ~ < (x ,  - x2  - p (~z  - u2) ,~ ,  - ~) 
+ p( , . , z  - u=,  w,  - ~ .  - (g (~, )  - g ( , , ,~ . ) ) )  
+ p(vl - v2,g(wl) - g(w2)) + pb(x, - x2,w2 - w,) 
_< I lX l  - x~.  - P(~I - -  u2) l l  I lw1  - w2 l l  
+ p IIw1 - w2 - (g(w,) - g(w=))ll-~ (T(x,),  T(x2)) 
+ Ilg(wl) - g(w2)]] ~I(A(Xl),A(x=)) + p#l[x, - x2]] ]lWl - w2]l. 
strongly monotone and Lipschitz continuous, A is Lipschitz continuous, Since T and g are both 
we have 
It  follows that  
I I x ,  - x= - p (uz  - u=) l l  ~ VI - 2ap + ~2p211x1 - x21h 
I Iw,  - ~2  - (g(Ogl)  - -  g(~2) ) [ [  < VI - 2~ + a21lWl  - w2][,  
(T (x , ) ,  T (x2) )  < # l lx ,  - x211, 
t I  (A (x , ) ,  A (z2) )  <_ ~l lx ,  - x2t l ,  
I Ig (~, )  - g (w2) l l  < ~11~,  - ~211. 
II,~z - . ,2112 ~ (pk + VI - 2~p+ p2~2)Ilxz - x21111wz - ~=11, 
where k = ~/1  - 2A + a 2 + ~(a + #, and hence, we have 
From condition (3.1) it follows that 0 = pk+ ~/1 - 2ap + p2/~2 < 1. Since w, E F (x l )  is arbitrary 
and w2 E F(x2),  we obtained 
sup d(F(x2),w) < 8[IXl - x2]l, 
weF(=l) 
By applying same argument,  we can obtain 
sup d(w,F(x l ) )  < 9llx2 - Xlll, 
~EF(x2) 
By the definition of H,  we obtain 
~I (F(xl) ,  F(x2)) <_ 81lx1 - x2]l, 
VXl,X2 E K. 
VXl,X2 E K. 
VXl,X2 E K. 
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By Lemma 2.1, there exists • • K such that • • F(~). Hence there exist fi • T(~) and 
• A(~) such that • = ~ = ~(~, ~, ~), since D(~, ~, fi) is a solution of the auxiliary variational 
inequality (2.5). From ~ = ~ and (2.5), it follows that ~ • K, fi • T(~), ~ • A(~), and 
( f i -~ ,g (y ) -g (£) ) - l -b ( '~ ,y ) -b (~,~)>_O,  VyeK.  
This shows that (4, ~2, 9) is a solution of the GMVIP (T, A, g, b, K). 
REMARK 3.1. From Theorem 3.1, we note that each fixed point of the mapping F defined by 
using the solutions of the auxiliary variational inequality (2.5) can be employed to obtained a 
solution of the GMVIP (T, A, g, b, K). Based on the observations, we can suggest he following 
innovative iterative algorithm to compute the approximate solutions of the GMVIP (T, A, g, b, K). 
ALGORITHM 3.1. ITERATIVE ALGORITHM. 
(1) At n = 0, start with some xo • K, Uo • T(xo), and vo • A(xo). 
(2) At step n, solve the auxiliary variational inequality (2.5) with xn = W(Xn-1), Un • T(X,~), 
and vn • A(xn) satisfying 
Ilun - Un-lll --< H (T(xn), T(xn-1)) and IIv~ - Vn-lll --< H (A(xn), A(xn-1)).  
Let wn = w(xn, un, vn) be the unique solution of problem (2.5). 
(3) If, for given e > 0, Hxn - ~nl] --< e, stop. Otherwise, repeat 2. 
REMARK 3.2. Algorithm 3.1 is an interesting way of computing the approximate solutions of the 
GMVIP (T, A, g, b, K) as long as either the auxiliary variational inequality problem (2.5) or the 
auxiliary minimizing problem of the functional J defined by (2.6) in Lemma 2.2 is easier to solve 
than the GMVIP (T, A, g, b, K). 
We now give the convergence criteria and error estimates of Algorithm 3.1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let K, H be the same as in Theorem 3.1 and T, A, g, b satisfy all assumptions 
in Theorem 3.1. Then the iterative sequences {xn}, {un}, and {vn} defined by Algorithm 3.1 
converge strongly to Yc, ~, and 9, respectively, with the error estimates 
O" 
[[Zn -- ~71[ <~ 1~-~[1Xl -- X0[[, 
where O = pk + X/1 - 2ap + p2/~2 < 1 and k =/~/1 - 2A + a z + 7a + # and (4, f~, 9) is a solution 
of the GMVIP (T, A, g, b, K). 
PROOF. By Algorithm 3.1, we have {xn}, {un}, {Vn}, and {wn} satisfy the following conditions: 
for all n > 0, 
xn+l = w,  = w, (x , ,  un, v,)  e F (x , ) ,  u ,  E T(x, )vn • A(x , ) ,  
[[Un+l - unll <-- ffI (T(xn+I),T(xn)) , (3,8) 
I Iv.+l - v~ll < H (A(X~+l), A(x~)), 
and 
(~.,  y - ~.)  _< ( z . ,  y - ~ . )  - p (~.  - . . ,  g(y)  - g (~. ) )  
+ pb(xn, wn) - pb(xn, y), V y E K. 
By (3.8),(3.9) and the similar argument as above, we can show that 
(3.9) 
llxn+1 - xnll = II~- - ~-111 ~ ell~,~ - Xn-lll. 
Hence, for any positive integers m, n with m > n, we have 
m--1 m--1 ~n 
IIx~ - x~ll _< ~ IlXj+l - ~jll -< ~ 0Jll~l - ~01t < V:-~_ e I1~1 - z011. 
i =n j =n 
(3.10) 
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It follows that  {Xn} is a Cauchy sequence. Let Xn --4 ~ as n --~ cx). Since T and A are both 
H-L ipschitz  continuous, by (3.8), we have 
IlUn - Un-lll <_ ffI (T (xn) ,T (xn-1) )  <_ ~lIXn - x,~-lli, 
Ilvn - vn-l l l  <- f f I (A(xn) ,A(x,~- l ) )  <_ 7[ Ixn -  X , - l l l .  
Therefore, {Un} and {Vn} are also Cauchy sequences. Let un ~ fi and Vn --* ~ as n --~ c~. Note 
that  Un E T(xn) ,  we have 
d (~, T (~)) < lift - unll + d (Un, T(x,~)) + ffI (T(xn),  T ('2)) 
-< 11"2 - x . I I  + ~ I Ix~ - ~11 --* 0 ,  as  n --* c¢ .  
Hence, we must have ~ E T('2). Similarly, we can obtain V E A('2). By Lemma 2.2, we may 
assume that  & = ~(~, ~, ~) is the unique solution of the auxi l iary var iat ional  inequal i ty (2.5), i.e., 
(~,y -~)  >_ (~.,y-Cv) -p ( f~-~,g(y ) -g (~) )  +pb( '2 ,~) -pb( '2 ,  y) ,  Vy  E K. (3.11) 
Now we prove £ = ~. Taking y = ~ in (3.9) and y = wn in (3.11) and adding these inequalities, 
we obta in  
(,,.. - ~., , . .  - ~) __ <x~ - "2, ~ , ,  - ~)  - p <u, ,  - v , ,  - (~  - ~) ,  g (~,~)  - g (~)) 
+ pb (xn - ~., ~ - wn) 
< [(1 + p#)IlXn - "211 +pa ( l lu. - ~11 + IIv. - ~11)1 I1~ - ~11. 
I t  follows that  
II~. - ~li -< (1 + p~)llx. - "2Ii + p~ (lJu. - eli + Ifv. - ~II) -~ 0, 
and Xn+l = Wn --~ uJ. Hence, we must have "2 -- ~. It follows from (3.11) that 
(e -  ~,g(y) - '2) + b('2,y) - b('2,'2) _> 0, Vy~K.  
Therefore, ('2, e, ~) is a solution of the GMVIP (T, A, g, b, K). Letting m -~ oo in (3.10), we 
obtain the error estimates 
8- 
liz. - ~It < i _--Z311zl - z0tl. 
REMARK 3.3. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 improve and generalize the corresponding results in [2,4-8] 
to the GMVIP (T, A, g, b, K). We emphasis that Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are both new results. 
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